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               SECTION . A 
(VOCABULARY : 20 MARKS) 

                PART - I 

Q. No 1. Synonyms 
March 2012 
1.popular            -    famous                                  
2.captured          -   arrested / caught                  
3. invidious         -   unjust  
4.brutality           -   cruelty                                
5.seldom             -    rarely 
June 2012 
1.sufficient         -   adequate/ enough           
 2.eradicate        -   wipe out                               
3.diminishing     -  decreasing  
4.soars past       -   increases to                     
5.disappears      -   vanishes 
Sep  -  2012 
1.constantly              -  continuously                  
2.campaigned           -  canvassed                        
3.persistence            -  continuous    
4.effort initiating     - starting                   
5.diligence                - steady effort / 
carefulness 
Mar – 2013 
1. mastered                 -   learnt                              
2. accomplishments  -   achievements         
3. pursuit                     -   chase                  
4. earnestness            -   seriousness                
5. triumphantly          -    victorious 
June – 2013 
1. amazing                -   wonderful / surprising   
2. glory                      -   beauty                    
3. diligence              -    steady effort /    
                                        carefulness        
4. rare                       -    uncommon                             
5. jostled                  -     competed 
Sep  – 2013 
1. accomplishment -  achievement    
2. articulate             -   speak loudly    
3. exacting               -   demanding /   
                                       challenging   
4. torrent                 -   outpour                              
5. exceptional         -   unusual             
Mar-2014 
1. denied                 -    refused                                 
2. erupted               -    burst                                     
3. staunch               -    steadfast  / loyal                                       

4. quenching          -    extinguishing                                      
5. Forlorn               -     forsaken                                                
June – 2014 
1.supreme                -    greatest/topmost   
2. unsophisticated  -    simple                                    
 3. Prey                      -    victim                                          
4. unfits                     -    does notsuit /     
                                         unsuitable                                       
5. Independent        -    free   
Sep  - 2014   
1.wizened                 -    looked dried up 
2.parchment            -    piece of paper 
3.piteous                  -     sorrowful, sad                  
4.coarse                    -     rough 
5.alms                       -     offerings           
Model Questions 
1.soaring                  -      rising             
2. renovated            -      repaired                      
3.figure out              -      understand /  
                                          make out   
4.profound               -      strong / deep                   
5.tendered               -      offered 
6. denied                  -       refused      
 7.erupted                -      burst          
8.well-defined         -      clearly marked                                                  
9.jostled                   -      pushed                                 
10.exceptional        -      unusual              
11.fascinating          -      interesting             
12.rumour                -      false story                            
13.overwhelming   -       great 

 
Q. No 2. Antonyms 
 
March 2012 
1.piteous                x    joyous                                      
2. reverence          x    disrespect              
 3.ancient              x     modern                       
 4. dirty                   x    clean                                           
5.tragedy               x     comedy 
June 2012 
1.certain                x    indefinite /  uncertain            
2.invidious            x     just                              
3.differences        x     similarities                                    
4.indispensable   x     dispensable               
5.reverence          x      irreverence /  disrespect 
Sep  -  2012 
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1.darkness            x      brightness                          
2. rumour              x      fact                                
3.panic                   x      calm /   calmness   
4.narrow               x       wide                                       
5.overhead           x       underneath. 
 
Mar -2013 
1. rare                  x     common                                    
2. essential         x     unimportant             
3. remember      x     forget 
4. Fascinating     x     boring                            
5. glory                x     shame 
June – 2013 
1. ancient            x     modern                              
2. fortunate        x     unfortunate               
3. narrow            x      broad / wide 
4. harsh               x      gentle                                      
5. miserable       x      joyful 
Sep  – 2013 
1. immense        x      small                                 
2. capture           x     release                             
3. fastest             x     slowest 
4. brave               x     timid                                      
5.indispensable x inessential / unimportant 
Mar – 2014 
1.popular            x      unpopular                           
2.captured          x      released                        
3.invidious          x      fair                              
4.brutality           x      kindness                            
5.seldom             x      often                                                   
Jun – 2014                                   
1.tragedy            x      comedy                                             
2.development x       retardation 
3.invisible           x       visible                              
4.especially        x       commonly                                     
5. brutality         x       kindness 
 Sep  – 2014 
1. soaring            x     descending / falling         
2.excited             x     calm           
3.triumphantly  x      unsuccessfully                
4. exceptional    x      usual    
9.grandiose        x     unimpressive  
                        
Model Questions 
1.several             x       few                                                                  
2.irreverent        x       respectful           
3.privileged        x       deprived                                 
4.diligence          x      laziness                                                              
5. Internal           x      external         

6.hostility            x      friendship                            
7.worse               x      better                                 
8.penalized         x      awarded                      
9.divine               x      mortal                                       
10.immense       x       small                              
11.fastest            x       slowest 
12.brave              x      timid                                          
13.indispensable  x       inessential            
14.fortunate          x      unfortunate                       
15.narrow              x       broad                                     
16. harsh                x       gentle                                   
17.miserable          x      joyful 
(Refer the textual exercises on pages 6, 54, 
73 and 151) 
 
QUESTION NUMBER  3  to  14. 
3.ABBREVIATION 
1. RRB – Railway Recruitment Board. (Mar-12) 
2. BPO -Business Process  Outsourcing.(M-13) 
3. ILO  -International Labour Organisation 
                                                                  (Mar-14) 
4.  RAM- Random Access Memory      (Jun-12) 
5. TANSI – Tamil Nadu Small Scale Industrie   
                                                                   (Jun-13) 
6.  SBI   -  State Bank of India.  (Jun-14,Sep-14) 
7. ISRO – Indian Space Research Organisation. 
                                                                  (Sep-12) 
8.  CAT  - Common Aptitude Test.       (Sep-13) 
(Refer the textual exercises on pages-31) 
 
 4.HOMOPHONES 
1.We can’t  hear your voice.              (Mar-12) 
2.Rama wants to buy a flat by  selling his 
house.                                                    (Mar-13) 
3.The colour of your hair is black.    (Mar-14) 
4.Do you know  the answer? No I don’t. 
                                                                 (Jun-12) 
5.Children crept in through a whole in the 
wall.                                                         (Jun-13) 
6.Our  day on the earth is measured by the   
hour.                                                        (Jun-14) 
7.None of them returned to the shore. (S-12) 
8.Hours is big clock.                              (Sep-13) 
9. She knew the address.                    (Sep-14) 
 
5.BRITISH  TO  AMERICAN ENGLISH 
1.  jam                -  jelly                       (Mar-12) 
2.  fellow           -  guy                         (Mar-13) 
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3.  wash basin  -  sink    /raise          (Mar-14) 
4.  dustbin- Trashcan /  garbagecan(Jn-12,14) 
5.  biscuits     -  cookies                       (Jun-13) 
6.  post box   -  post stand                 (Sep-12) 
7.  jug             -  pitcher                       (Sep-13) 
8.  lift             -  elevator                      (Sep-14) 
(Refer the textual exercises on pages-31) 
 
6.COMPOUND WORD 
1.  moon     -  light                              (Mar-12) 
2.  head      -  master                          (Mar-13) 
3.  fast        -   food                              (Mar-14) 
4.  child      -  hood                            (Jun-12) 
5.  sea        -  food                             (Jun-13) 
6.  hand     -  written                        (Jun-14) 
7.  break    -  fast                              (Sep-12) 
8.  air         -   port                             (Sep-13) 
9.  walking – stick                            (Sep-14) 
 
7.PLURAL FORM 
1.  focus                   -   foci              (Mar-12) 
2.  criterion             -   criteria        (Mar-13) 
3.  stratum              -   strata          (Mar-14) 
4.  medium             -   media           (Jun-12) 
5.  crisis                   -    crises (Jun-13 & Sep-13) 
6.  memorandum  -   memoranda     (Jun-14) 
7.  fungus                -  fungi                   (Sep-12) 
8.  index                  -  indexes / indices(Sep-14) 
 
8.PREFIX  &  SUFFIX 
1.  in - visible                                      (Mar-12) 
2.  announcement                            (Mar-13) 
3.  ultraviolet                                     (Mar-14) 
4.  kindness                                         (Jun-12) 
5.  dangerous                                      (Jun-13) 
6.  performance                                  (Jun-14) 
7.  il legal                                    (Sep-12 & 14) 
8.  dis obey                                          (Sep-13) 
 
9.PHRASAL VERB 
1.  tolerate                 -  put up with  (Mar-12) 
2.  stop                       -  give up          (Mar-13) 
3.to have a  friendly relationship  -  get on   
                                                (Mar-14&Jun-12) 
4.  yielded                 -     gave in        (Jun-13) 
5.  friendly relationship  -   get on    (Jun-14) 
6.  discard         -throw away /give up(Sep-12) 
7.  postponed  -  put  off                     (Sep-13) 
8.  managed    -  dealt out                  (Sep-14) 

 
10.SYLLABIFICATION 
1. a)permanent                                   (Mar-12) 
    per – ma – nent   - 3  syllables 
     b)Properly                      (Mar-12 &  Jun-14) 
    pro – per – ly        - 3  syllables  
    c)music                          (Mar-12  &  Sep-12) 
    mu – sic                 -2  syllables 
2.a) profile                                           (Mar-13)   
        pro -  file                -2  syllsbles  
   b) glum                                            (Mar-13) 
    glum                        -1 (mono)syllable  
   c) Internal                              (M-13,Sep-12) 
    in – ter – nal          - 3 syllables 
3.a) beautiful                                        (Mar14) 
        beau – ti – ful        - 3 syllables  
   b) astronomy                                   (Mar-14) 
       as –tro – no –my   - 4 syllables  
   c) application                                    (Mar-14) 
       ap – pli – ca –tion - 4 syllables 
4. a)agriculture                                   (Jun-12) 
        ag-ri-cul-ture        - 4 syllables 
    b) queue                                           (Jun-12) 
     queue                   -  1/mono syllable  
    guitarist                                            (Jun-12) 
    gui –ta - rist           -  3 syllables             
5. a) about                             (Jun-13&sep-13) 
        a – bout             -  2  syllables  
   b) entertainment            (J.13 ,Sep-12&13) 
    en-ter-tain-ment -    4 syllables 
  c) Internal                                           (Jun-13) 
      in-ter-nal                -  3 syllables  
6.a) observable                                    (Jun-14) 
      ob-ser-va-ble        -  4 syllables 
    b) People                                           (Jun-14) 
      peo – ple                 -  2 syllables 
   c) Random                                        (Sep-13) 
      ran  - dom               -  2  syllables  
7.a)fascinating                                     (Sep-14) 
       Fa-sci-na-ting         -  4 syllables 
     b)commented                                 (Sep-14) 
        com-men-ted       -   3  syllables 
     c)determination                             (Sep-14) 
        de-ter-mi-na-tion -  5 syllables 
   
 11.CONVEYS THE MEANINGS 
1.  Raja will  receive  a letter next week(M-12) 
2.  Cherrapunji suffers from water shortage 
      Because the people waste  rain water.  
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                                                                 (Mar-13) 
3. As the car passed ,it spattered the 
rainwater.                                                (Mar14) 
4. He will receive a letter next week. (Jun-12) 
5. During the Holi festival my cousin spattered   
     the  colour powder on me.              (Jun-13)  
6. He will receive  a call letter very soon.(J-14) 
7.She faced  the situation with a positive 
frame of mind.                                        (Sep-12) 
8.Kannan has completed  his work.   (Sep-13) 
              
12.MAKING SENTENCE   
1.  Durai was angry                           (Mar-12) 
      My father was in great anger. 
      Ram shouted angily.                                          
2.  My life is beautiful.      (Mar-13 & Sep-14) 
      I live in Chennai. 
      I watched lively Programmes in T V .    
4.Rajini is a popular film super star in India. 
   Kamaraj was popularly known as Anna. 
                                                          (Mar-14) 
  The P.M enjoyed great popularity during 
2014.          
3.  Migrating  birds came to vedanthagal 
every   year.                                     (Jun-12) 
     Migrant  birds are brave little voyagers. 
     Migration  is a habit of some birds.                  
5.He got prize for his Courage. (Jun-13)   
    He was Courageous boy. 
    He acted Courageously.     
6.Plants will help to beautifty the school 
    compound.                                    (Jun-14) 
    She arranged the furniture in the room  
     beautifully. 
    The rose is beautiful flower.     
7.He was  kind  to his subordinates. (Sep-12) 
  The teacher gave me  kindly advice. 
  Lord Buddha showed kindness to all 
creatures  
8.I  diminish in quarterly English mark. (S-13) 
   Our Indian rupees has diminishing in value 
in  recent  years. 
   The war has diminished the country’s 
wealth.  
 
13.REFRAME THE SENTENCE 
  1.The construction of this building has been  
     done well.                                         (Mar-12) 
  Ans:They have constructed this building well.  

  2.He was punished for his disobedience. 
                                                                 (Mar.13 )       
 Ans: He got punishment for his disobedience.     
 3.You performed  graceful.                (Mar-14) 
    Ans: Your performance is graceful.   
4.Be courageous  to stand up for the truth.   
                                                                 (Jun-12) 
   Ans:A courage man stands up for the truth. 
 5.I decied  to get first class in this 
examination.                                       (Jun-13) 
 Ans:My decision is to get first class in this 
Exam 
6.He was appreciated   for his performance.   
                                                                (Jun-14) 
Ans: He got  appreciation  for his 
performance. 
7.The declaration  of the local holiday  was  
    given by our  Collector.                 (Sep-12) 
  Ans:Our Collector declared the local holiday. 
8.Migration of birds is a regular event. 
                                                                (Sep-13) 
  Ans: Birds migrate  from one corner another 
corner of the earth  yearly. 
9.The professor  gave a definition of the 
formula.                                                (Sep-14) 
Ans: The professor   defined  the formula. 
 
14.MENINGFUL SENTENCE   
1.Majority of the students passed their 
maths paper .                                      (Mar-12) 
Ans:Very few students failed in their maths 
paper.  
2.Shakespeare knew neither Latin nor Greek. 
Ans: Shakespeare did not know Latin. 
         He did not know Greek .            (Mar-13)                      
3.We will always remember those happy 
days.                                                       (Mar-14) 
 Ans:Will we ever forget those happy days ? 
4.He never listens to me.                    (Jun-12)   
   Ans:He hardly listen to me.       
5.Any one can easily learn English.  (Jun-13)                             
   Ans:Every one can easily learn English.               
6.Most of our boys were victorious in the 
zonal  matches.                                     (Jun-14) 
  Ans:Very few boys lost in the zonal  matches.    
7.He did not win in any other contest. (S-12) 
 Ans:He has won only in this contest. 
8.Prakash never comes to school on time. 
                                                                 (Sep-13) 
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  Ans: Prakash always comes late to school. 
9.We will always remember those golden 
childhood days.                              (Sep – 2014) 
Ans: We will never forget our childhood days. 
                      

                    SECTION – B 

            (GRAMMAR : 25 MARKS) 

                        PART - I 

QUESTION NO. 15  IF CLAUSE 
 Which of the options given below will suit 
the following sentence? 
1.If Naveen is late,------------------   (Mar-12) 
     a) he would be punished  
     b) he will be punished    
     c) he would have been punished 
2. If Somu had studied well,---------(Mar-13) 
   a) he will score  more marks  
   b) he would score  more marks   
   c) he would have score  more marks   
3. I won a lottery, --------------------    (Mar-14) 
  a) I will buy a BMW car          
  b)I would buy a BMW car     
 c) I would have  buy a BMW car     
 4. If I had worked harder, ……….(Jun-12) 
    a) I would succeed              
    b) I would have succeeded              
    c)I will succeed. 
 c) he would have score  more marks 
5. If it rains,---------------------          (Jun-13) 
    a) I shall have been wet        
   b) I shall get  wet       
    c) I should  be  wet 
6. Anand would have found a job  -----  (J-14) 
  a) if he performed well       
  b) if he had attended the interview    
  c) if he attendeds  the interview 
7.If I had come earlier,-------------       (Sep-12) 
   a) I would catch the train      
   b) I can catch the train       
  c) I would have caught  the train 
8.If this morning had been sunny,-------(s-13) 
  a)We would go for a picnic   
 b)We would have gone  for a picnic   
 c)We will have gone  for a picnic 
9. If the driver had been alert…… (Sep.14) 
  a) the accident can be avoided 
  b) the accident could be avoided 

 c) the accident could have been avoided
  
QUESTION NO. 16  SENTENCE PATTERN 
1.Reading made him a complete man.                 
Ans : Reading /made/ him /a complete man. 
         (S V O C)            (Jun-12 &  14 ,Mar-12 ) 
2.Eve-Teasers  must be punished  severly.           
Ans : Eve-Teasers / must be punished / 
severly.          (S V A)                          (Mar-13) 
3.We wear woolen clothes in winter season.      
Ans: We/wear /woolen clothes/in winter 
season.       (SVOA)                             (Jun-13) 
4.I shall meet you tomorrow.        (Sep-13)                                
Ans: I /shall meet /you/ tomorrow.(S V O A) 
5.His father gave him his school bag.                   
Ans: His father/ gave/ him/ his school bag. 
           (S V IO DO )        (Mar-14 & sep-12) 
6.The player entered the room.   (Sep-14) 
 Ans:The player / entered / the room. ( S V O )  
 
QUESTION NO. 17            QUESTION TAQ 
1.You  should  treat  each  other  with 
respect---------- ?                             (Mar-12) 
 a) should  you      b)  has it    c)  shouldn’t  you     
2.The Sun sets in the west,-------- ? (Mar-13)             
 a) does  it              b) isn’t  it   c)  doesn’t  it 
3.I ‘m  not  late,------?                         (Mar-14) 
a) are n’t                  b)  am’I               c)  have’I 
4.Plants  give out oxygen  during  the  day, 
-------------?                                            (Jun-12)    
a) do  they      b) don’t   they     c)won’t  they 
5.Shreya  draws  well,------------?      (Jun-13)            
a)won’t  she   b) doesn’t   she       c) do  she 
6.He hasn’t completed the painting,-------? 
                                                               (Jun-14) 
 a) has he         b)  hasn’t  he       c)  didn’t he 
7.The flag has four colors on ---------?    (Sep-
12)         
 a) isn’t  it                b)  hasn’t  it       c) has   it 
8.Our team will win the match,-------? (S-13)            
a) won’t  it              b) will  it              c) isn’t  it 
9.They were climbing the trees,…… (Sep.14) 
a)were n’t they ?              b) aren’t they ? 
c) isn’t they ? 

 
Question No  :  18 DEGREES OF COMPARISON 
1.No other boy is   -------------  Babu. (Mar-12)         
 a) most  smart as              b) more smarter as   
c) so smart  as 
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2.No other district in Tamil Nadu is-----
Tanjore.                                                (Mar-13)                                    
a) so fertile  as                                         
 b) more  fertile than              c) most  fertile  as 
3.Very few toy’s in this shop are -------------- 
as this one.                                           (Mar-14)                                   
 a)more expansive                b)as expansive                      
c) most expansive 
4.The cream cake is -----the plain cake. (J-12)                
a)as expansive as             b) not  expansive 
than  c) most  expansive   of 
5.The man is ---------than  the  boy.  (Jun-13)                                       
a)as tall as              b)tallest                c)taller 
6.Very few cities in India are   ------- Mumbai. 
                                                                 (Jun-14 )         
a) more populous as        b)  as  populous  as   
c) the most populous as     
7.No other boy  in the class is   ------Krishna. 
                                                                (Sep-12)            
a)most naughty  as             b)more naughty 
than  c)as naughty as 
8.This mango is  --------  than mango.(Sep-13)                   
a)as sweet              b) sweeter          c) sweetest 

9.Chandra's handwriting is  ……….. (good) 
Than thar Sonu.                              (Sep – 14) 
a) good    b) better    c) best 
 
Question No  :  20          USING PHRASES 
1.The kabadi match continued  …………   
heavy   rains.                                      (Mar-12)             
a)in the event of  b)in spite of   c)because of 
2……… his hard work, Mani will pass. (M-13)                                 
a)  In the event of                       b) In spite of     
c) On account of 
3. ……….. the rain,the teams continued to  
play.                                                      (Mar-14)                                                                  
   a)  In the event of                     b) In spite of                     
c) On account of 
4. ……… the heavy rain the train was delayed. 
                                                               (Jun-12)  
 a)  In the event of                      b) In spite of                    
c) On account of 
5……………  his poverty, he is honest. (Jun-13)                     
a)  In the event of           b) In spite of     
 c) On account of 
6.  …………    the rain , the match continued.  
 a)  In the event of                               (Jun-14)        
 b) In spite of                    c) Due to 
7……… his sickness he could not study well.  

  a) in the event of                             (Sep.12)        
  b) in spite of                  c) because of 
8.He resigned …………………… illnes  (Sep-13)                                    
a)  In the event of                b) In spite of      
 c) On account of 
9. ………… the book, I retumed it to the 
library.                                                  (sep-14) 
a) having read           b) having been reading 
c) having reading 
Question No  :  21.choose the  Verb form 
1.Geetha agreed ----- me a  computer.(M-12)          
a) buy               b)  buying        c) to buy 
2. My son asked me - ------him  a  pen.(M-13)           
a) buy               b)  buying        c) to buy 
3.I enjoy  -------  stories for children.   (M-14)  
 a) write           b)  to write      c) writing 
4.---------------  is  a  good  exercise.      (Jun-12)             
 a) to walk       b) walk             c) walking  
5.Everybody wishes  ----------   life.      (Jun-13)                    
a) enjoying       b)  to enjoy    c) enjoy 
6.The speaker made the parents ------- the 
important of music.                               (Jun-14) 
 a) realise          b) to realise    c) realising  
7.My frist duty is  ---------  my most sincere 
thanks.                                                   (Sep-12) 
 a) tender           b) to tender    c) tendering     
8.I started  ----------  too, but for a different  
    reason.                                               (Sep-13) 
a)to be crying      b) crying           c) cry                    
9.The man was able ……………. his friend by 
his  clothes.                                            (Sep-14) 
a) identify       b) to identify       c) identifying 
 
Question No  :  22.choose the correct Phrase 
1.Dr. Kumar was  susceptible  ---------(Mar-12)  
    a) on flattery     b) to flattery    c) for flattery    
2.Fools are  susceptible  -------------    (Mar-13)  
 a) on flattery        b) to flattery    c) for flattery   
3.The Principal wanted to discuss  ------- with 
the leader.                                              (Mar-14)  
a)on the matter               b)about the matter 
c)the matter 
4.They won the match  ----------   well.(Jun-12) 
 a) by playing                b)through  playing   
c) on  playing 
5.He is fond  ----------  with children.  (Jun-13) 
a) for playing   b)  in playing  c) of playing 
6.Students  are  very  keen   --------    to  the 
grammer   classes.                               (Jun-14) 
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 a)for listening   b) on listening    c)to listening 
7. The farmer were keen  ----------- the fields 
before the monsoon.                          (Sep-12) 
a) for harvesting            b) on harvesting 
8.The man got promotion  -------- hard.(S-13) 
 a) at working              b) through working   
 c) on working.  
9. Fools are susceptible  ………..       (Sep -14) 
a) on flatterly   b)to flatterly    c)  for  flatterly 
 

Question No  :  23.choose the appropriate 
Article 
1.Every child jumps with joy at the sight of  an  
elephant.                                               (Mar-12) 
2.Siva gave  a one rupee coin to the beggar.  
                                                                (Mar-13)  
3.Every child jumps with joy at the sight of   
an   elephant.                                       (Mar-14) 
4.I went to    an    airport  to catch a  flight.  
                                                                (Jun-12)          
5.Karthik is     a     famous  percussionist. 
                                                                (Jun-13)  
6.Kumar  is    an    Indian.        (Jun-14) 
7.She has returned home for    a  moments 
rest.                                                        (Sep-12) 
8.Ravi stayed with his uncle    for   six month.  
                                                              ( Sep-13) 
9.I tired out   an  experiment           (Sep-14) 
 
Question No  :  24.choose the appropriate 
Preposition 
1.They  selected  me   for the  job  only ------- 
merit.                                                    (Mar-12) 
a) on      b)  in      c)  along                        
2.The ladder is placed  ------------    the wall.               
 a) on      b)  upon      c)  against       (Mar-13) 
3.My uncle will visit me -------    May.   
a) at   b)  in    c) on                              (Mar-14) 
4.’’What   ------------- amazing model’’ 
whispered Hughie.                             (Sep-13) 
a) the   b) an    c)  a                    
5.We are going  ----------  a holiday next week.   
       a)  in         b)  on       c)  for          (Sep-12) 
6.The florist   --------  flowers to my office    
    everyday.                                         (Jun-12) 
   a) delivered     b)deliver     c) delivers                  
7.We  -------- Delhi  last  summer.  (Jun-13) 
   a) visit      b)  visited    c)  will  visit   
8.The cat hid  ----------- the door.   (Jun-14) 

    a) over    b) behind     c)  into  
9.We could not get help  ……  anyone.(S-14) 
a) from     b) till     c) in 

 
Question No:  25.Make a  
single  sentence . 
1.The tired old woman was unable to go any 
further.  She returned home.              (Mar-12) 
  Ans:  The tired old woman was unable to go 
any further  and   she returned home.  
2.The boy  is  very   short.  He  can not  climb 
the tree.                                                 (Mar-13) 
 Ans:  The boy  is  too  short  to   climb the 
tree. 
3.Maran is very tired. He cannot finish the 
work. (and /  and so/ so )                    (Mar-14)  
Ans: Maran is too tired to finish the work. 
4.She must weep . She will die.                                                       
Ans:She must weep or she will die. 
5.The box is very heavy. I can not lift  it. 
                                                            (Jun-13,12) 
   Ans:  The box  is too  heavy  to life it. 
6.I broke my ankle in a football match. I had 
to go to the hospital.                           (Jun-14) 
Ans: I broke my ankle in a football match and 
so  I had to go to the hospital.                                 
7.Radha heard about her victory.Radha was 
overjoyed.                                             (Sep-12) 
 Ans:  When  Radha  heard  about  her  victory 
, she  was  overjoyed. 
8. Kumar is poor.   He helps many persons. 
   Ans:  Kumar is poor  but  he helps  many  
    persons.                                             (Sep-13) 
9.Shyam gave the right answer. 
   He was very happy.                          (Sep-14) 
Ans: Shyam gave the right answer so 
   he was very happy.                           
 10.She is rich. She is humble. 
   Ans:  She is rich  but  she is humble. 
11.The man is poor. He is honest. 
  Ans:   The man is poor  but  he  is  honest. 
 12.He reached Chennai. He visited his friend. 
  Ans :  He reached Chennaii  and  he visited 
his friend. 

Question No :  26   ACTIVE 
VOICE AND PASSIVE VOICE 
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1.My uncle will visit me on my birthday. He 
will give me a watch.                        (Mar-12) 
Ans:  I will be visited by my uncle on my 
birthday. I will be given a watch by him. / 
I will be visited by my uncle on my birthday.  A 
watch will be given by him to me. 
2.The prizes were distributed to the winners 
by the chief guest and he was thanked by. 
                                                              (Mar-13) 
The chief guest distributed the prizes to the 
winners and they thanked him. 
3.Children enjoy cartoon serials very much 
and they watch these programmes for a long 
time.  
Ans: Cartoon serials are enjoyed  very much 
by children and these programmes are 
watched by them for a long time.  
                                                               (Mar-14) 
4.He was awarded a prize by the 
government. His mother congratulated him. 
                                                            (Jun-14,12) 
Ans: The government awarded him a prize.  
He was congratulated by his mother. 
5.The man completed his work.  His master 
paid him.                                                (Jun-13) 
  Ans:  His work  was  completed  by  the  man.  
He  was  paid  by  his  master. 
7.The gardener gathered flowers from the 
gardern.                                                (Sep-12) 
Ans:The flowers were gathered from the 
gardern by the gardener. 
8.The grand mother look after the children. 
They admire her very much.            (Sep-13) 
  Ans:  The  children  were  looked after  by  
the grand mother. 
9.He received a letter from his father!. (S-14) 
Ans: A letter was received by him from his 
father. 
10.He was awarded a prize by the 
Government. 
Ans:The Government  awarded  him  a   prize. 
11.Santa Claus gave sweets to all the 
children.  They thanked him. 
  Ans:  All the children  were  gave  sweets  by  
Santa  Claus.  He  was  thanked  by. 
12.The old man completed his work 
yesterday. 
   Ans:  His  work  was  completed  by  the  old  
man  yesterday. 

 

Question No :  27.DIRECT & 
INDIRECT SPEECH 
1.Mother asked me how I had written the 
test. 
  Ans:  Mother asked me, “How did you write 
the test?”                                               (Mar-12) 
2.The Headmaster advised us to switch off 
the fans when we left the class.       (Mar-13) 
  Ans:  The Headmaster  said  to us “Switch off  
the  fans  when  you  leave  the class”. 
3.The teacher asked me whether I was going 
to join the Medical course or the Engineering 
course.                                                    (Mar-14) 
Ans: The teacher said to me,”Are you going to 
join the medical course or the Engineering 
course. 
4.Our Prime Minister said that he was 
determined to abolish poverty.        (Jun-12) 
   Ans:  Our Prime Minister said, “I am  
determined to abolish poverty”. 
5.The old man requested the students to 
help to cross the street .                     (Jun-13) 
   Ans:  The old man said  to   the  students ,   
“ Please  help  to  cross  the  street”. 
6.The teacher instructed the students not to 
write on both sides of the paper.       (Jun-14) 
Ans:The teacher ordered  the students, “Don’t 
write on the both sides of the paper. 
7.The watchman asked him who he was and 
told him that he had not Seen him earlier. 
                                                               (Sep-12) 
   Ans:  The watchman  said him, “Who are 
you?”and “I  have  not  seen  you  earlier”. 
8.Sundari  said to Priya , “where are you 
going now ?  “                                      (Sep-13)     
   Ans:  Sundari  asked  Priya  where  she  was  
going  then. 
9.Gopi requested Suresh to lend him a Pen. 
                                                                (Sep-14) 
 Ans: Gopi said to Suresh,”lend me a pen”. 
10.The teacher said to me,”Are you going to 
join the medical course or the Engineering 
course.       
 Ans:  .The teacher  asked  me  if I was  going 
to join the medical course or the Engineering 
course. 
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11. The teacher said to the students,”You 
have done very well in the test”. 
    Ans:  . The teacher  told  the students  that  
the  students had  done  very  well in the  test. 
12. “What  a  beautiful  view  it  is!  Said  my  
friend.  
  Ans:  My friend  said  that  it  was  a  very  
beautiful  view. 
 

Question No :  28. If  Clause 
1. It rains.  I shall get wet.          (Mar-12)                                          
Ans:  1.If  it rains,  I shall get wet.                                                                                           
2. Sita studies well. She passes the 
examination.                                     (Mar-13)                                                                                                     
Ans: 4. If  Sita studies well,  She will pass  the  
examination. 
3.The bus breaks down. I won’t be able to 
attend the class.                                 (Mar-14) 
Ans: If the bus breaks down, I won’t /will not 
able to attend the class. 
4. My key was missing. I found it.    (Jun-12)                                
Ans: If I found  my  key  which was missing.    
5.Ashok must work hard. Otherwise he will 
not secure high marks.                      (Jun-14) 
Ans: If Ashok works hard, he will secure high 
marks. 
6. You waste water. You suffer.      (Sep-12)                               
Ans: 3. If you  waste  water, You  will  suffer. 
7. Kalai  did not have a cycle.She did not 
reach   school early.                           (Sep-13)                                                                  
Ans:If Kalai had a cycle, she would have reach 
school early. 
8.She gets the tickets.She will  go to Delhi. 
                                                                  (Sep-14)  
 Ans:If she gets ticket, she will go to Delhi. 
9.They did not hold the party.We did not  
attend it.  
 Ans: If they  had  hold the party,we would 
have  attend it. 
 10. The glass falls. The glass breaks.                                   
Ans:  If the glass falls, it will  break. 
11.I won a lottery. I brought a car.                                
Ans: If  I won a lottery, I would  brought a car. 
                                                                                  
 

Question No :  29.  Any one of 
the degrees of comparison. 

 
1.a)Radhika is  5  feet tall.   (Mar-12,13) 
    b)Raj   is  5.2   feet tall.                                                           
    c)Sham is  6.5  feet tall. 
    d)Ashwin  is  5.5  feet tall.                                                                                                             
   e)Thendral  is  6  feet tall.                                                      
 
  Ans: Thendral  is  taller than  Radhika 
  
2&3.a) Terasa’s  weight is  60 kilograms. 
.        b) Jessy’s  weight is    48   kilograms. 
         c) Charles’s  weight is 62  kilograms.    
         d) Joys’s    weight  is    39 kilograms 
         e) Joe’s      weight  is    52 kilograms. 
 
Ans:Charles’s   weight  is  larger  than  Jessy’s    
weight.                            (Sep-12, Jun-12,14) 
    
  4.a) Hari  is  14  years old.    
        b)Prabu  is  14  years old.              
        c) Anwar  is  10  years old.                                     
        d) Suresh  is  16  years old.                                     
        e) John     is  12  years old.                          
 
Ans:  Suresh  is  elder  than  Anwar.                                                                 
 
5&6.a)Seema’s  ribbon  is    15  cm   long. 
          b)Neela’s  ribbon  is    18  cm   long. 
         c)Kamala’s  ribbon  is   12  cm   long.   
          d)Vimala’s  ribbon  is   20  cm   long. 
          e)Sonia’s  ribbon  is     15  cm   long.                
 
Ans:  Vimala’s  ribbon  is   longer   than 
Kamala.                                   (Mar-14) (Jun-13) 
 
7.a)Tamil is easy to study.              
    b)Science is also  easy to study. 
   c)Social is very   easy to study. 
   d)English is not an is easy subject  to study. 
 
Ans:    Social  subject  is  easier than  science  
subject.                                                  (Sep-13) 
  (or)   Social  subject  is the  easiest  subject. 
 
8.(a) Rina is 6  feet tall .  
(b) Veena is 5 feet tall. 
(c) Tina is 4.5 feet tal1. 
(d) Aruna is 4 feet tall. 
(e) Meena is 6.5 feet tall 
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 Ans: Meena is taller than Aruna.    (Sep-14) 
 

Question No :  30. PUNCTUATE  THE   
FOLLOWING. 
1.nagaraj  said  to his  father  will  you  allow  
me  to  go on  an excursion  to kerala(Mar-12) 
Ans: Nagaraj  said  to  his  father , “Will  you  
allow  me  to  go   on  an  excursion  to  
Kerala?”  
2.mother said  to her son don’t play with  fire 
Ans:  Mother  said  to  her  son, “  Don’t  play  
with  fire”.                                             (Mar-13) 
3.Oh For this i get two thousand pounds 
                                                                (Mar-14) 
  Ans:  “  Oh!  For  this  I  get  two 
thousandpounds”. 
4.father  said  to  his son  don’t   be  worried 
Ans:  Father  said  to  his son, “ Don’t   be  
worried?”                                               (Jun-12) 
5.have  i been  here  for  five  hours  (Jun-13) 
Ans: “ Have  I  been  here  for  five  hours  ?” 
6.ill  never  see  her  again  she  thought(S-12) 
 Ans:” I’ll  never  see  her  again”, She  
thought. 
7.what  will  he  think  of  me  said  my  friend 
Ans:  “What  will  he  think  of  me!”  said  my  
friend.                                                     (Sep-13) 
8.rita shouted come and get me out'(Sep-14) 
Ans:Rita shouted “Come and Get me out”. 
9.what is it that you like most  i  asked 
  Ans:  “What is it that you like most ?”  I   
asked. 

 
Question No :  52.Identify and 
correct the errors in the following 
sentences: 
 
Mar-2012 
1.a) Neither the Secretary nor theManager 
were available.  
ANS:  Neither the Secretary nor theManager 
was available.    
b)Kala  is  tallest  girl  in  the  class.                                  
 ANS: Kala  is the  tallest  girl  in  the  class. 
c) He told to me a story.     
ANS:   He told  me a story.    

d) Ramu is a honest man.     
ANS: Ramu is an honest man.    
e) Though he is rich but he is unhappy.    
ANS: Though  he is rich  he is unhappy.  
 
Mar-2013 
2.a) The  elephant  is  largest  living  animal  
on  land.    ANS:The  elephant  is  the  largest  
living  animal  on  land. 
 b) Neither  Senthil   nor  Sree  are  available.     
ANS:  Neither  Senthil   nor  Sree  is   available.    
 c) Though he is ill but he is present.     
ANS: Though  he is ill  he is present.    
 d) I  prefer  milk  than  tea.      
ANS:   I  prefer  milk  to  tea.     
 e) Stephen  drive  as  rashly  as  Rafi.   
ANS:   Stephen  drives  as  rashly  as  Rafi. 
 
Mar-2014 
3.a)Neither  the doctor nor the nurse are 
available.    
Ans: Neither  the doctor nor the nurse is 
available. 
  b)The dog  fell along the river.                                      
ANS: The dog  fell into the river. 
   c)Apples are not sweet as mangoes.                          
ANS: Apples are not so sweet as mangoes. 
   d)Helen is junior than me.                                            
ANS: Helen is junior to me.                                           
   e)I have two brother – in – laws.                                
ANS: I have two brothers– in – laws.                               
 
Jun-2012 
4. a) One of  these   cycle  is  defective.     
ANS:  One of  these   cycles  is  defective.    
  b) A kind teacher always makes us to learn 
better.            
ANS: A kind teacher always makes us  learn  
better. 
c) I  have  great  confidence  on  you.  
ANS:  I  have  great  confidence  in  you. 
d) He arranged  the  furniture  properly. 
ANS:  He has arranged  the furniture  
properly. 
 e)  My  uncle  is   richest  man  in  the  village.   
ANS:  )  My  uncle  is  the   richest  man  in                                                                                                            
the  village. 
 
Jun - 2013 
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5.a) Do you know which is world’s tallest  
building?         
ANS:  Do you know which is world’s  the  
tallest  building? 
    b) I  place  great  confidence  on  you.  
ANS:  I  place  great  confidence  in  you. 
    c) He is good  athete  who  performs  well.            
ANS:  He is a  good  athete  who  performs  
well.  
    d) I  am  absent  yesterday.  
ANS:  I   was  absent  yesterday. 
    e) I  can  not  drive  as  fast  as  Rahul.  
ANS:  I  can  not  drives  as  fast  as  Rahul. 
 
Jun - 2014 
6. a) He is one of the talkative boy in the class.         
 ANS: He is one of the talkative boys  in the 
class.          
   b) Very few students have scored high as 
Madan.      
ANS: Very few students have scored so  high 
as Madan 
   c) Kiran is so ill to go to school.                             
ANS:  Kiran is so ill as go to school. 
   d)Remove the furnitures from here                       
  ANS: Remove the furniture from here                     
   e)He is a honest man.                                             
ANS: He is an honest man. 
 
Sep - 2012 
4.a) Time  and  tide  waits  for  no man.  
ANS:  Time  and  tide  waits  for  none. 
 b) The  dog  fell  along  the  river.  
ANS:  The  dog  fell  into  the  river. 
    c) A American  lives  near  my  house.  
ANS:  An American  lives  near  my  house. 
    d) He  left  this  place  a  hour  ago.  
ANS:  He  left  this  place  an  hour  ago. 
    e) Each  of the  cycles  are  damaged.  
ANS:  Each  of the  cycles  is  damaged. 
 
Sep - 2013 
6.a) I  walked   fast  and  I  missed  the   bus. 
ANS:  I  walked   fast  but  I  missed  the   bus. 
b) He told to me a story.     
ANS:   He told  me a story.    
 c) I have been living in this house since five 
years.             

 ANS:  I have been living in this house  for  five 
years. 
d) The  deer  runs  fastly.  
ANS:  The  deer  runs  fast. 
d) He arranged  the  furniture  properly.  
ANS:  He has arranged  furniture  properly. 
 
Sep – 2014 
a) Hemu prefers coffee than tea. 
 Ans: Hemu prefers coffee to tea. 
b) One of the girl is tall. 
Ans: One of the girls  is tall. 
c) Gopal is a M.A. in English. 
Ans: Gopal is an M.A. in English. 
d) Rajan went to a broad. 
Ans: Rajan went to  broad. 
e) Anand is senior than Govind. 
  Ans: Anand is senior to Govind. 
 

Section – III (Prose) Part - I 
SSLC  PUBLIC  QUESTIONS   31  to   37   

WITH ANSWER  
(short answer type questions) 
 
1. The Model Millionaire 

 

1.Why was Hughie upset ? (Mar-12 & 14) 

Hughie was unable to fulfil the Colonel‟s 

condition. so he was upset. 

2.What was the condition laid down by the 

Colonel to allow Hughie‟s engagement to 

Laura ?                                         (Mar-13) 

 Hughie should earn ten thousand pounds for 
the engagement was the condition. 
3. What was the beggar‟s true identity?        

                                                      (Jun-12)  

The beggar was Baron Hausberg. He is one of 
the richest men in Europe. 
4. What was Hughie‟s financial status? 

                                        (Jun-13,Sep-13) 

Hughes’s financial status was poor. 
5.Who  was  Hughie ?  (Jun-14)  

Hughie was a good looking young man. He 

was in love with Laura, the daughter of a 

retired Colonel. 

6. Why is the model’s face his fortune?(Sep-
12) 
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The model’s face is his fortune because the 
painters can draw a good picture from an 
expressive face of the model.  
7.How many shillings make a pound? 
Twenty shillings make a pound.   (sep-14)                   
 

2. Music – The Hope Raiser 

 

1..What can artistes do to save the planet ?   

                                                       (Mar-12) 

Artistes can bring wellness to the planet ./ To 
save the planet, artistes should fit together 
harmony peace, end of war, mutual 
understanding, equality and fairness.    
2.What are the two incidents that stress the 

important of  music as an essential art ?   

                                                          (Mar-13)  
Life in the concentration camp and the fall of 
Twin Towers are the two incedents.      
3. What is the significance of art?  (Mar-14) 
Art is an essential part of life . It gives 
meaning to our life.  
4. How is music different from astronomy?    

                                                     (Jun-12 , 13) 

Astronomy was the study of external objects, 
but the music was the study of internal 
objects. 
5.How did messiaen spend his time in jail ?  

                                               (Jun-14,Sep-14)  

  Messiaen spent his time in jail/prison by 

composing music.He wrote his “Quartet for 

the End of  Time”. 

6. Why isn’t music an extravaganza or a 
hobby?                                          (Sep-2012) 
Music is a basic need of human survival. It 
helps us to understand our lives and express 
feelings. So, it’sn’t an extravaganza or hobby. 
7.How did the people express their grief over 
the Fall of Twin Towers ?                (Sep-13) 
People expressed their grief  by singing. They 
song “We shall overcome”.Lots of people sang 
“America the Beautiful”.Recovery was let by 
music. 
8.Why didn’ t the narator play the Piano 
after the tearible incident ?            ( Sep -14)  
At that time, playing the piano seemed to be 
quite irrelevant. It seemed to be silly, absurd, 
irreverent and pointless. So the narrator 
didn’t play the piano. 

 

  3. A Golden Path 

 

1.What is the two-fold duty to be acquired 

by students ?                         (Mar-12&13) 

Acquiring knowledge and acquiring character 

are the two fold duty to be acquired by 

students. 

2. What kind of character should you 

acquire while you are  a student?    

                                                     (Mar-14) 
Character of earnestness should be  acquired 

while we are students.  (Or) 

Obidence to parents  -  reverence to teachers 

3. Which period of life does Gokhale 

consider a very happy one?Why?   

                                                     (Jun-12) 

Gokhale considers student life as a very happy 

period in one‟s life. 

4. How is character influenced by 

surroundings?                            (Jun-13) 

The character should also raise the whole life 

of people who are living around us and for 

whom we are expected to work. 

5. When does one make one‟s own decision 

?                                                   (Jun-14)  

When one stands on his the own legs in the 

struggle of life, he can make decisions of his 

own. 

6. What kind of character should you acquire 
while you are a student?          (Sep-2012) 
A student should acquire a character. It will 
raise the whole life of the people. 
7. What are the two valuable qualities to be 
practiced by students?            (Sep - 2013 ) 
Students should obey their parents and 
respect their teachers. 
8.How would you define the true spirit of 
discipline ?                                       ( Sep - 2014) 
True spirit of discipline subordinates our 
judgement, comfort and our gain to common 
good. 

 
4. Will Thirst Become 
Unquenchable? 

 

1.What will be the future if Himalayan 

glaciers become ice-free ?  

                                 (Mar-12 ,14,Jun-12,14)                                                        
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 If the Himalayan glaciers become ice-free, the 

future will be worse. /Our future will be 
worse. 
2.What caused the commotion in the street 

where Chaya lived ?                      (Mar-13)  

The arrival of water truck caused the 

commotion in the street. 

3. What made Chaya triumphantly smile?  

                                                        (Jun-13) 

Chaya got her water. So she triumphantly 
smiled. 
4.Do you know how  Himalayan glaciers  

are useful ?                                         (Sep-12) 

The Himalayan glaciers feed the rivers like 
Ganges and Yamuna. 
5.What was the first meal of the day for 
Chaya’s  children ?                                 (Sep-13)  

The frist meal of day was bread and lentil 

stew. 

6.What caused the commotion in the street? 
                                                                    (Sep-14) 
Every morning the people fought for water. 
The melee gave rise to shouting, finger-
pointing and brawls.This caused the 
commotion in the street. 
 

5. Making Visible The Invisible 

 

1.What should the employers know about 

the laws for domestic workers ?   (Mar-12) 

Employers should accept their domestic 

workers as workers and not as servants. They 

should know their rights. Further they should 

give them a fair wage. 

2.What are the age groups covered under 

the labour laws ?                    (Mar-13)  

The labour laws which cover  only those who 

are over the age of  18. 

3. Why is the world of domestic workers 

„invisible‟?                              (Mar-14,Jun-12) 

The domestic workers are denied their rights. 

So they are „invisible‟  

4. Which states in India that have shown 

concern for the domestic workers? 

                                                     (Jun-13,14) 

Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharastra, 

Tamil Nadu, and Kerala. 

5. What are the causes for the increase in 
domestic workers?                    ( Sep -12 & 13) 

The causes are due to the increase of nuclear 
families. 

 
6. Flying with the Moon on their  Wings 
 

1.In what way migration is one of the 

greatest mysteries of bird life ?                    

(Mar-12) The to and fro of birds’ journey is 
mysterious./   During autumn and early 
winter, birds travel yearly from their nesting 
place to warmer lands. They return during sp 
ring and early summer.  So migration is one of 
the greatest mysteries of bird life. 
2.Identify the reasons why birds migrate ?  

                                                      (Mar-13)  

Birds migrate due to restricted  food supply  
and to escape the bitter cold. 
 3. Which is the smallest of all birds? (M-14) 

The willow warbler is the smallest of all birds. 

4.Describe how “ringing” of migrant birds 

is done ?                                            (Jun-12) 

Ringing is done by capturing a bird and placing 
a metal band on its leg. 
5.What could be the meaning of the phrase 

“Carrying winter on their back” ? (Jun-13) 

It meansthat the birds leave their nestling sites 

with the onset of winter. 

6.The migrating birds face two main 

dangers. What are they ?               (Jun-14)  

Sometimes sudden stroms drive the birds into 

the sea and drown them. Sometimes bright 

lights at night attract and confuse the birds. 

7.Describe the manner in which birds make 

their long journey .   (Sep-12)  

Some  birds travel in easy stages. It stops to 

rest on the way. Others fly greater distances 

without stopping to rest and feed. Generally 

birds travel during the night. 

8.Can you think of any other danger the 

birds face , during their migration ?(Sep-13)  

Rains, cyclones and yhe high sea waves are 

some other dangers. 

 
7. Our Heritage – A Timeless Marvel 
 

1.What aspect of the temple baffles till this 

day ?                                                  (Mar-12) 

The top most stone of the vimanamweighs 80 

tons. How the builders lifted it so high without 

machines baffles engineers till this day. 
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2.How old is the Brihadeesvarar Temple ? 

Who buid it ?                                   (Mar-13) 

The Brihadeesvarar Temple is thousand years 

old.  Raja raja Chola built it. 

3.What did the author see at the Royal 

Museum ?                                        (Mar-14) 

(i) drums        (ii) Urns    (iii) Perfume bottles  

(iv) wooden boxes   (v)  Gifts   (vi) Jewellery  

 (vii) weapons 

4. List out the specialities of Tanjore.   

                                                      (Jun-12,13) 

Tanjore was the ancient capital of the Chola 

Kings. It is the granary of Tamil Nadu and 

also the home of Carnatic music, dance and 

handcrafts. 

5. What were the Pallava and the Chola 

eras famous  for?          (Jun-14,Sep-12) 

The Pallava and the Chola eras are famous for 

their craftsmanship.  /    They were famous for 
monolithic and metal statues. 
6. What is the speciality of the vimanam? 
                                                          (sep-13 &14) 
The vimanam  is built with bonding of stones 
and notching without mortar. 
 

Q.No. 40-44. Poetry Appreciation 
APPRECIATION QUESTIONS 
 
POEM – 1 BEAUTIFUL INSIDE 
 
1. What can be deceptive ? Ans : Appearances 
2. What is a Crack ? Ans : A narrow opening 
3. What is a ‘geode’? Ans : Rock 
4. What is meant by ‘dazzling sight’? Ans : 
Sight of dazzling crystals. 
5. What are the gems ? Ans : Noble People 
6. What is a beautiful heart ? Ans : Beautiful 
heart of a noble man. 
 
POEM – 2 THE PIANO 
 
1. Whom does ‘I’ refer to ? Ans : The Poet 
2. What is the woman doing ? Ans : Singing 
3. What is the time then ? Ans : Dusk 
4. Who is the child ? Ans : The Poet 
5. What is meant by ‘Vista’? Ans : View 
6. What is ‘Appassionato’? Ans : A Music 
 
 
 

POEM – 3 MANLINESS 
 
1. How can dreams become masters ? Ans : 
When always in dream world. 
2. Who are the two impostors ? Ans : Triumph 
and disaster 
3. What is meant by ‘ Impostors’ ? Ans : 
Deceivers 
4. What does ‘triumph and disaster’ mean? 
Ans : Success and failure 
5. What is meant by ‘Unforgiving minute’ ? 
Ans : The time that we waste 
 
POEM – 4 GOING FOR WATER 
 
1. Where was the well ? Ans : Near the house 
2. How was the well ? Ans : Dry. 
3. What does ‘pail’ mean? Ans : Bucket 
4. What does ‘brook ’ mean? Ans : Small 
Stream 
5. Why did the children go to the brook? Ans : 
To bring water 
6. What is meant by ‘Barren boughs’? Ans : 
Boughs without leaves 
7. Who are ‘gnomes’? Ans : The children 
8. Why did each lay a ‘staying hand’ on the 
others ? Ans : To get rid of the fear. 
9. What is meant by ‘A silver blade’? Ans : The 
stream seems like a silver blade in the moon 
light 
 
POEM – 5 THE CRY OF THE CHILDREN 
 
1. Who are weary ? Ans : The Children 
2. Why are they weary ? Ans : Because of hard 
work 
3. What does ‘weary’? mean? Ans : Tired 
4. Why do the children go to the meadows ? 
Ans : To sleep 
5. What does the poet want the children to 
do? Ans : Wants to run or leap 
6. What do the children do all the day? Ans : 
They work all the day 
7. Why do they have drooping eyelids? Ans : 
Because of hard work 
8. Where do they work? Ans : In factories 
9. What is meant by ‘round and round’? Ans : 
Rotate the wheels 
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POEM – 6 MIGRANT BIRD 
 
1. What does ‘globe’ mean? Ans : Earth 
2. Who is the speaker of the poem? Ans : 
Migrant bird 
3. What does ‘I’ refers to? Ans : Migrant bird 
4. What is meant by ‘Distant spills’? Ans : 
Water stretches far away 
5. What is meant by ‘Speed of wings’? Ans : 
Flying fast 
6. Whom are walls and vigil gates meant for ? 
Ans : Man 
7. Bring out the meaning of phrase ‘breed my 
brood’ Ans : Reproduce young one 
8. Bring out the meaning of phrase ‘Brothers 
of her brothers sons’ Ans : People in the 
neighbouring states 
 
POEM – 7 SHIPLI 
 
1. What does ‘staccato’ mean? Ans : Series of 
detached sounds. 
2. What is meant by ‘Fickle’ ? Ans : Changing 
3. How can harmonic become cacophony? 
Ans :Harmonic becomes cacophony to the 
people not knowing the 
value of art 
4. What does ‘Sinews’ mean? Ans : Muscles 
5. What are ‘Heirlooms of rich traditions? Ans 
: Inherited skills 
6. What is a decade? Ans : 10 Years 
7. Why are the eyes blood shot? Ans : because 
of hard work. 
 
     “BEST  WISHES FOR YOUR  ATTAINMENT” 


